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SECTION-A

[Multiple Choice Questions (MCQ)]

Q. 1 – Q. 10 carry 1 Mark each.

1. The magnetic field of a current carrying coil at the centre of the coil depends on radius as
(a) R (b) R–1

(c) R–2 (d) Independent of R
2. To convert a galvanometer into an ammeter what is true about the placement and magnitude of the resistor

with the galvanometer?
(a) It should be small in magnitude and connected in series
(b) It should be large in magnitude and connected in parallel
(c) It should be small in magnitude and connected in parallel
(d) It should be large in magnitude and connected in series

3. The S.I. unit of 0 0   is

(a) m–1s (b) ms–1 (c) m2s–1 (d) m–2s

4. Consider the matrix 
0 0 0 0

0 0 , 0 , 0
0 0 0 0

a a x y a
A b B b z C x b

c c y z c

     
            
          

, then which of the following is

true (|A| denotes determinant of matrix A)

(a) |A| = |B| = |C| (b) |A|   |B|   |C| (c) |A| = |B|   |C| (d) |A|   |B| = |C|
5. In a leap year, the probability of having 53 Sundays or 53 Monday is

(a)
1
7 (b)

2
7 (c)

3
7 (d)

4
7

6. Hormone whose receptor is neither membrane bound nor located in nucleus
(a) Retinoid hormones (b) Eicosanoids (c) Nitric oxide (d) Insulin

7. Enzyme needed for synthesis of eicosanoids from arachidonate is
(a) Eicosanoase (b) Cyclooxygenase (c) Dioxygenase (d) Lipase

8. Which one of the following relation holds true for the specific growth(µ) of a microorganism in the death phase?
(a) µ = 0 (b) µ < 0 (c) µ = µmax (d) 0 < µ < µmax

9. The northern blot is used for the probing of,

(a) RNA identity (b) RNA size

(c) RNA abundance (d) All of the above

10. The part of seed which goes on the form the shoot is
(a) Radicle (b) Plumule (c) Coleoptile (d) Coleorhiza
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Q. 11 – Q. 30 carries 2 Marks each.

11. In the given configuration, a resistor ‘R’ is moving across a region of perpendicular magnetic field ‘B’. What
is the current I flowing across the resistor when its velocity is v?

(a)
2Blv

R
anti-clockwise (b) Blv

R
 anti-clockwise

(c) Blv
R

 clockwise (d)
3
2
Blv
R

 clockwise

x

v

B

R
l

12. A plane electromagnetic wave travelling in certain medium is described by an electric field.

12 9
0

ˆ sin 10 10
3 100

E E k t x      
 



Choose the correct option

(a) The magnetic field is along ŷ  axis
(b) The wavelength of the electromagnetic wave is 300 nm
(c) Speed of the electromagnetic wave is 3 × 108 m/s

(d) The electromagnetic wave is travelling in the x̂  direction
13. Two capacitors have capacitances in the ratio 2 : 3. They are connected in parallel in a circuit. The energy

stored in the capacitors are in the ratio?
(a) 1 : 2 (b) 2 : 3 (c) 3 : 2 (d) 1 : 3

14. Variation of electric potential of a charged hollow sphere is can be shown as

(a)

R r

V

(b)

R r

V

(c)

R r

V

(d)

R r

V

15. Consider the statements
I. The equation 1 0x    has no real root.

II. The equation 2 1 0x    has no real root.

III. The equation 3 1 0x    has no real root.
Than which of the following is false
(a) I and II (b) I and III (c) II and III (d) I, II, III
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16. In case of matrix of order n × n which of the following is true (I is identity matrix of order n)
(a) AB  = BA (b) A – B = B – A
(c) A(BC) = (AB)C (d) AI = IA = I

17. The angle between vector ˆˆ ˆa i j k  
  and ˆˆ ˆ2b i j k  


 is

(a)
1 1cos

3
  
 
 

(b)
1 2cos

3
  
  
 

(c)
1 3cos

2
  
  
 

(d)
1 2cos

3
  
 
 

18. The reflection of a point ( , , )    in XY – plane is

(a) ( , , )   (b) ( , , )   (c) ( , , )   (d) ( , , )  

19. The region of eye that is the site of highest visual acuity is called as -
(a) Bipolar neurons (b) Amacrine cells (c) Rod cells (d) Fovea centralis

20. Match the column
Neurotransmitter Feature
P. Substance P 1. Arousal & attention
Q. Nitric oxide 2. Pain inhibition
R. Enkephalins 3. Pain stimulation
S. Histamine 4. Non cholinergic & non adrenergic
(a) P-3,Q-4, R-1, S-2 (b) P-3,Q-1, R-2, S-4 (c) P-3,Q-4, R-2, S-1 (d) P-4,Q-3, R-2, S-1

21. Match the column
Cell of anterior pituitary Hormone of anterior pituitary
P. Gonadotrophs 1. Somatotrophin
Q. Mammotrophs 2. ACTH
R. Corticotrophs 3. FSH & LH
S. Somatotrophs 4. Protactin
(a) P-3, Q-4, R-1, S-2 (b) P-4, Q-2, R-2, S-1 (c) P-3, Q-1, R-4, S-2 (d) P-3, Q-4, R-2, S-1

22. Match the column
Hormone Chemical nature
P. Thyroxine 1. Eicosanoid
Q. Oxytocin 2. Steroid
R. Vit. D 3. Iodinated
S. Prostaglandins 4. Nonapeptide
(a) P-3, Q-4, R-1, S-2 (b) P-3, Q-1, R-4, S-2 (c) P-3, Q-4, R-2, S-1 (d) P-4, Q-3, R-2, S-1

23. If a bacterial culture has a doubling time of 50 minutes then what will be specific growth rate?
(a) 0.0125 min-1 (b) 0.0138 min-1 (c)  0.0235 min-1 (d) 0.0135 min-1

24. A bacteria divides after every 45 minutes. If a culture containing 107 cells per ml is grown for 180 minutes what
will be the cell concentration per ml after 180 minutes?
(a) 1.6 × 108 (b) 3.2 × 108 (c) 4.8 × 106 (d) 128 × 107

25. Whopping cough is caused by?
(a) Helicobacter pylori (b) Haemophilus aegyptius
(c) Bordetella pertusis (d) Campylobacter jejuni.
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26. Pseudopeptidoglycan is composed of:
(a) N- acetylglucosamine and N acetylalosaminuoric acid linked together by β1,3 glycosidic bonds.
(b) N-acetylglucosamine and N acetylalosaminuoric acid linked together by β1,4 glycosidic bonds.
(c) N acetylamine and N acetylsalicylic acid acid linked together by β1,3 glycosidic bonds.
(d) None of these.

27. Why dideoxynucleoside triphosphates (ddNTPs) are used in DNA sequencing?
(a) Because ddNTPs prevent further DNA synthesis once they are incorporated into the DNA sequence.
(b) Because ddNTPs get incorporated into DNA by an enzyme DNA polymerase very efficiently.
(c) Because ddNTPs are fluorescent.
(d) All of the above.

28. The separation techniques of protein are often based on all of the following properties except,

(a) Protein solubility (b) Protein charge (c) Protein viscosity (d) Protein size
29. In polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, SDS is used for the mixture of proteins for their efficient separation on

the gel. Why SDS, in this experiment is used?

(a) To stabilize protein. (b) To solubilize protein.

(c) To maintain its structure. (d) To provide uniform charge density on protein.

30. Which end does the pollen tube enter the ovary of the flower ?
(a) Micropylar end (b) Chalazal end (c) Nuclear end (d) Antipodal end

SECTION-B
[Multiple Select Questions (MSQ)]

Q. 31 – Q. 40 carries 2 Marks each.

31. Bipolar neurons are found in
(a) Eye (b) Ear (c) Tongue (d) Nose

32. Which among the following cells is not found in eyes
(a) Horizontal cells (b) Paneth cells (c) Hair cell (d) Outer rod cell

33. Dopamine is
(a) Catecholamine (b) Neurotransmitter
(c) Hormone (d) Ligand for adrenergic receptors

34. Hormones that are produced in male testis (humans) is/are-
(a) Inhibin (b) Estradiol (c) Testosterone (d) FSH

35. Which of the following apply to members of the genus staphylococcus ?

(a) they are Gram  +ve

(b) mostly are harmless and reside normally on the skin and mucous membrane

(c) they causes boils, impetigo

(d) they are aerobic, spherical insape
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36. In a balanced growth phase of bacterial cell which of the following statements are correct ?

(a) All component of a cell grow at the same rate

(b) The growth rate decreases with decreasing substrate concentration

(c) The growth rate is independent of substrate concentration

(d) Specific growth determined by cell number as cell mass would be same

37. Which of the following events doesn’t / do not occurs during the stationary phase of bacterial growth ?

(a) Rise in cell number stops

(b) Cell size increases in some gram –ve bacteria such as E.coli

(c) Decrease in peptidoglycan cross linking

(d) Growth rate of bacterial cells nearly equal to their death rate

38. The DNA migration rate through the gel is determined by,
(a) The molecular size of the DNA (b) The negativity of DNA
(c) The agarose gel concentration (d) The composition of gel

39. To find out the sequence of a hypothetical protein X following techniques can be used.
(a) MS-MS (b) Sanger sequencing (c) Edman degradation (d) cDNA sequencing

40. If a matrix has 12 elements then possible order of matrix is/are
(a) 4 × 3 (b) 3 × 4 (c) 6 × 2 (d) 12 × 1

SECTION-C
[Numerical Answer Type (NAT)]

Q. 41 – Q. 50 carry 1 Mark each.

41. A parallel plate capacitor is maintained at a potential difference of 10V. An electron starts from rest from
the negative end. What is the final momentum (in units of 10–24 kg m/s) it gains when it reaches the positive
plate?  (Upto 2 decimal places)

42. A particle is travelling with a velocity of 10 m/s making an angle of 30º with a magnetic field of magnitude
0.5T. If the charge to mass ratio of the particle is 1.75 × 1011 C/kg, what is the time period (in pico
seconds) of revolution of the particle due to the magnetic field? (upto 2 decimal places).

43. What is the reading of the voltmeter (in mV) in the given circuit (assume the voltmeter and the batteries to
be ideal) in mV (upto 2 decimal places).

2

1

1

1V

22V

V
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44. What is the work required to move a 2C charge slowly from the point 1
ˆˆ2 3r j k 

  to 2
ˆˆ5 8r j k 

  in the

given configuration?

 

r2r1

–q q

aa

1C–1C
o

yz plane

45. If   and   are two solution of quadratic equation 2 1 0x x   , then 2 2   is equal to _____.

46. The sum of direction cosines of the vector ˆˆ ˆ2 2a i j k  
  is _____.

47. The number of permutation of the letters of the word ‘BOOK’ is _____.
48. If the mid-point of the line segment joining the points A(3, 4) and B(k, 6) is P(x, y) and x + y – 10 = 0 then

value of k is_____.
49. Bacterial growth in the logarithmic phase is expressed as a power of 2n of the value is 10, then what would be

the number of cell in culture? [answer in integer]
50. A bacterium belongs to cocci group has a diameter of 4m. The numerical value of ratio of its surface area to

volume is ..............? [answer upto two decimal places]

Q. 51 – Q. 60 carries 2 Marks each.

51. A neuron is stimulated with an electric pulse. The action potential is detected at a point 3.40 cm down the axon
0.0052s later. When action potential is detected 7.20 cm from the point of stimulation, the time required is
0.0063s. What is the speed of electric pulse along the neuron? ______ m/s [in nearest integer].

52. An axon is 10 cm long and has a radius of 10 m . If typical membrane thickness is 10–8 m and a dielectric
constant for cellular fluid is 3, what is the capacitance of the axon? _________× 10–8 F. (upto one decimal
point).

53. A bacterial culture has an initial absorbance of 0.05. What will be the absorbance after 2 hours if doubling time
is 40 minutes? [answer upto two decimal places]

54. A bacterial culture was diluted to 10000 fold and 0.1 ml of this diluted sample was spread on plate on nutrient
agar. In a triplicate run the number of colonies found is 219, 195, 186. The number of colonies in the a signal
culture is ..............× 107 cells/ml? [answer in nearest integer]

55. A growing bacterial culture with a doubling the of 20 minutes reaches cell density of 83 10  cell/ml in 4 hours.
How much time would it to take cell to 82 10  cells? ___________ minutes. [answer in nearest integer]

56. A sphere contains charges as shown in the figure. The flux of the electric field through the surface of the

sphere (in units of V/m)? ________ × 1011 V/m. ( 0  = 8.85 × 10–12 Farad/m)

R

1C

3C

2C
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57. A ring has charge 2C uniformly spread over it. It rotates with a constant angular velocity about an axis
passing through the centre and perpendicular to the ring. What is the magnetic field at the centre (in mT)?
(upto 2 decimal places)

O
2cm

+
+
+

+
+++++++

+
+
+
+

+
+ + + + + +

+

 = 10 rad/s

58. An silver wire having a cross-sectional area of 5.25 × 10–6 m2 carries a current of 10A. The average
distance travelled by an electron in 2 min is _______________ (Assume each silver atom contributes
1 electron to the current).
Density of silver = 10.5 g/cm3, Molar mass of silver = 107.87 g, Avogadro number = 6.02 × 1023

59. The variance of the number of heads in three tosses of a coin is _____ [answer upto two decimal places]

60. If the 7th term from beginning and 7th term from end in the expansion of 3
3

12
3

n
  
 

 are equal the  value of n

is _______ [Answer in nearest integer]
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SPACE FOR ROUGH WORK
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ANSWER KEY

SECTION-A

[Multiple Choice Questions (MCQ)]

1. (b) 2. (c) 3. (a) 4. (a) 5. (c)
6. (c) 7. (b) 8. (b) 9. (d) 10. (b)
11. (b) 12. (a) 13. (b) 14. (a) 15. (b)
16. (c) 17. (b) 18. (c) 19. (d) 20. (c)
21. (d) 22. (c) 23. (b) 24. (a) 25. (c)
26. (a) 27. (a) 28. (c) 29. (d) 30. (a)

SECTION-B

[Multiple Select Questions (MSQ)]

31. (a),(d) 32. (b),(c),(d) 33. (a),(b),(c),(d) 34. (a),(b),(c)
35. (a),(b),(c) 36. (b),(d) 37. (b),(c) 38. (a),(c)
39. (a),(b),(c),(d) 40. (a),(b),(c),(d)

SECTION-C
[Numerical Answer Type (NAT)]

41. (1.60 to 1.80) 42. (71.70 to 71.85) 43. (181.70 to 181.90)
44. (0 to 0) 45. (3) 46. (1)
47. (12) 48. (7) 49. (2048)
50. (0.66 to 0.70) 51. (35) 52. (1.7)
53. (0.40) 54. (2) 55. (220)
56. (6.65 to 6.85) 57. (0.05 to 0.15) 58. (24.34 to 24.50)
59. (0.75) 60. (15)
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